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Editorʼs Introduction 
As the global disruption from the crash of 2008 continues with unemployment in the  United States 
at levels not seen since the Great Depression, and with the increasing likelihood that policy in 
Washington in the near future will do nothing about it, the question of understanding and facilitat-
ing the transition to the post-crash economy becomes more relevant. It seems ever more likely 
that things will become more tribal and more local.  With globalism’s approach to  the economy in 
general having made traditional jobs harder to get, we live in a world of hollowed out nation states, 
that can be hopefully transformed into resilient communities.  In such a world, one must wonder 
where new and unexpected jobs will come from. It is clear that there  are  some as yet some unrec-
ognized possibilities out there.

Such possibilities were called to mind via an August 9 link on John Robb's blog Global Guerrillas: --  
  
“Foldit Game.  Using online games to solve extremely complex scientific problems. “These 
links demonstrate  another proof of concept that massively multiplayer online games can do real 
world work.  For example, you can have  the objective to build a company or alternative  economy 
as an MMOG that can sop up the world's cognitive surplus and deliver substantial income to the 
players.”

“An interesting question: Do we really have a cognitive surplus in the world? We certainly 
have a bunch of highly educated people who no longer have  employment and we have  a  fire hose 
of information from the Internet waiting to be organized.” 

It is in this context that I  have decided to  examine the process used by Michel Bauwens in the 
creation of his Peer-to-Peer Foundation  wiki. In the  remainder of this October issue, I will explain 
how Michel works because I believe that there may be an employment role for Internet cyberians- 
a role  that is not yet really understood.  Consequently, this article will examine the process that 
Michel uses in the creation of his wiki, a process that I  believe can be replicated to create dozens, 
or maybe hundreds, or maybe even thousands of other wikis to bring together rapidly emerging 
knowledge in a way that is useful to the people involved.

There are really two stories in what Michel Bauwens is doing.  The first is the  grand intellectual 
synthesis involved in his capture  of what he calls the  emerging p2p political and social economy.  
That story in itself is covered in the July 2010 issue and is highly significant.

But as I looked further into his wiki, encyclopedia, “cathedral” or whatever you choose to call it, I 
began to wonder how the edifice  was put together.  When I first ran into Michel in the  winter of 
2006-2007, what he had created seemed like a  large web site. Now, when I took a  really close  look 
three years later, there was this huge edifice.  Rather like an iceberg.  The  part above water is large 
but what extends beneath is simply immense.
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As I followed his twitter updates I  could see what he meant when he said that he was continually 
building, polishing, expanding the P2P Wiki.  The more I browsed, the more I wondered how he  ob-
tained and structured this huge mass of material.  It was only when I was on the home page and 
looked at his del.icio.us links that I realized what, together with his daily blog readings, was going 
on.

He was using an entire suite of tools in new and unique ways where the product of the 
suite was greater than the sum of its parts.  I knew the tools with the exception of del.icio.us . 
I knew of del.icio.us  but had never played with it.  When I saw what he was doing with del.icio.us , 
I realized that it was being treated in a way similar to a library card catalogue.  His own reading 
was indexed and tagged so that it could be gathered as mini database inside the wiki,  and the 
del.icio.us bookmarks of those  in his network are used as an automatically updated current aware-
ness index.

He was using an entire suite of tools in new and 
unique ways where the product of the suite 

was greater than the sum of its parts.

Thus, he  does his own scanning but is virtually assisted by 150 or so other people  whose del.icio.us  
bookmarks he  scans and uses as he sees fit.  I asked Michel: “I think  what i am seeing is  that you 
have developed an intriguing way of interweaving all of these tools. The interweaving is 
what does not seem to be widely grasped.  Most folk don't know it’s possible. The fact 
that you can blend them all together to make something out of the combination that is 
more powerful than any of the parts is, I think, noteworthy.

Michel responded: “Yes, I think  that's exactly it. I have many flaws, but here I do  feel that I  have 
built a relatively successful knowledge ecosystem in which the whole transcends the parts.” 

A few more details about how I work. I do not write, except very exceptionally, my own articles, 
and then only to clarify points of what I call P2P theory. My method is either to invite other people 
or to choose what I call significant excerpts. So this does not make us a mass medium  catering to 
large audiences on their own level, but rather selects an audience of influentials who, in the best 
case would say “Hmmm, that's  interesting. I want to know more about it." And in this case, they 
go to the original material. This is exactly what I want. Consequently, I don't work like  you, in the 
sense that you painstakingly work on a single subject. This means generally that you'd have an in-
depth understanding, while I continuously work on adjusting the  "God's eye point of view" I would 
only apply your method when I get paid. Something can be said for and against different strategies 
and it's what works for me.
 
As for Ning, don't focus on it.  It's not very active and it may close down because they are now 
asking for funding, and it seems people in my community would rather create  something new in 
Drupal than pay for Ning.  In any case, it has always been secondary for us. I use  it for the second-
class announcements that I don't want to burden the  regular blog with, which has about ten times 
more audience. The inner core of our community lies elsewhere, in our P2P research and mailing 
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list . The mailing list has at most 150 people, perhaps 25 active regular contributors, but it is highly 
active and it is where we thrash out important things with the people that are really committed.
 
What I do is publish in one of our resources, in this case, “p2p research” for discussion, Ning for 
announcements, and the blog for thinking through important trends. I  then reinforce  either one by 
facebooking or twittering and, if necessary, I repeat the process.

COOK Report:  Michel’s answer confirmed my feeling that there was a  story here that, if told in 
depth, could show many others, who are trying to  organize knowledge or a vast amount of infor-
mation in a particular domain, the best way forward.  When I asked for more detail, Michel oblig-
ingly wrote:

How We Work to Build the P2P Foundation 
Knowledge Commons 

Bauwens: The first part of building a knowledge  resource is, of course, access to  the right infor-
mation and knowledge sources.

What works best for us are  two types of feeds: What we  have identified over time as being the best 
blogs in certain specialized p2p areas, see for example the blogroll at the right hand side of our 
blog at http://blog.p2pfoundation.net, for an idea of what those sources are. We use the  bloglines 
feed reader to organize this incoming material and what we have identified over time as being the 
best social bookmarkers, i.e. people  who willingly share their bookmarks over Del.icio.us . We have 
a stellar network  of taggers with people like Clay Shirky, Howard Rheingold, MacKenzie Wark and 
about 150 other sources.  Using the “network” function in Del.icio.us gives access in near real-time 
to what these people are finding out (see http://del.icio.us/mbauwens, and click on Network).

The first part of building a knowledge resource is, of course, 
access to the right information and knowledge sources.  

We use the bloglines feed reader to organize what we 
have identified over time as being the best Social

bookmarkers, i.e. people who willingly share 
their bookmarks over Del.icio.us

The third main ingredient is our own p2p research mailing list where about 150 people, but at any 
time  perhaps one  or two dozen people, actively share their thoughts and findings. See 
http://listcultures.org/pipermail/p2presearch_listcultures.org/) Please note that we do a broad ob-
servance of ongoing trends but almost no directed updating. Entries grow by adding in time ex-
cerpts from different people, as if they were in dialogue. We call this opportunistic updating.

Anything of interest gets tagged systematically in my own feed.  Out of this rich selection perhaps 
one out of 50 or 100 items are  chosen for deeper treatment, at http://p2pfoundation.net .  For our 
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wiki, whenever we  find a  new significant concept or initiative in our domains of interest, we select 
one or two significant paragraphs into a  wiki entry, and add three tags. The first is the most impor-
tant subject tag, which defines a social field of interest (business, politics, spirituality, etc..); the 
second the format (books, article, audio, video  ..), and the third, just recently started, a  geo-
tagging by country. For example, for a typical section in our wiki see 
http://p2pfoundation.net/Category:Manufacturing.

Use of Category

In Mediawiki, the wiki software also used by the Wikipedia, use of category automatically creates 
databases on those topics, creating several dozen specialized micro-encyclopedias. Each of those 
has an editable  introductory page, which we use to gradually introduce  the best resources and 
ways for readers to get into the material.  If the  entry has an important threshold for being a sig-
nificant new trend , we will feature it into our blog in the hope of creating a discussion. For some 
reason, this does not work very well for our blog, but discussions are very lively in our mailing list, 
which people seem to prefer.

In addition, we use Ning (http://p2pfoundation.ning.com). but may abandon it depending on their 
new pricing scheme, where people can post profiles and have more forum-like  discussions. We per-
sonally use Ning for more formal announcements of projects and conferences and call for papers, 
which we find too formal for our regular blog.  As you can see, all of these parts function as an 
ecology re-enforcing each other. Since 2007, our wiki has been consulted nearly 12.5 million times, 
our blog has an average of 3,000 readers per day, and we are, according to  Topsy.com,\   a top 2% 
retweeted blog.

Twitter does not function for us as a tool to  retrieve  information. There is just too much coming in. 
But we have an automatic feed going from our blog and wiki to twitter, mentioning all our updates, 
and it seems to draw more  and more  traffic. We use Facebook mostly to keep up with a  smaller 
network of associates, and we use both Facebook and twitter to give added weight to articles, 
when people request our support. In general, it will cost me about 3 hours to do all this work, per 
day, and I use the  afternoons for deeper research, reading, writing articles,  responding to more in-
depth requests, work on projects, and preparing lectures and seminars.

In four year’s time, we have now a collection of 12,000 encyclopedic articles, a  blog with about four 
articles a day. A typical day will see about 20-30 wiki updates, and perhaps 25-50 tags. These 
numbers diminish substantially when I travel, but I use the post-dating features in Wordpress to 
keep a reserve of articles in our blog, creating a buffer which gives the impression activities are 
just continuing as normal, even as I travel abroad and have little time for updates.

We evolve  and build new categories all the time.  Take for example Category: Agrifood which 
says: This new section will cover p2p-oriented and relocalization trends in agriculture and food 
production.  We are  in the process of porting the related articles from  our Ecology section. First 
column done so far. For a closer overview of these developments, see our del.icio.us  
tags:P2P-Agriculture  P2P-Food .  It is similar for music, open etc. which is an indication that these 
are under construction.
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The wiki creates a separate database  for every [[Category:Name]] you create.  Next, I create  the 
home page manually, and have created 3 columns.

 

On the  right side of the outline  of our structure  above go all the resource name tags, articles, 
books, audio etc. as in http://p2pfoundation.net/Category:Books
 
In the middle go our topics but not all of them. Many are hidden and only indirectly accessible 
through search and browsing because they are under construction or personal projects without my 
'imprimatur'.
 
On the left there are links to who we are as an organization and networks.   The important thing is 
that a category-name is not just a  keyword, but creates its own database with a category introduc-
tory page you can manually edit. Only the list of items is automatic.  

COOK Report:  So all three columns aove are really just formulations of categories?
 
Bauwens: In a sense.  An article only becomes a 'category' if you add that specific tag 
[[Category:Name]]. Otherwise  not. But in theory, of course, you could create an article  with its 
own tag and a database of one, but that would not make sense.
 
The full list of categories is here at  http://p2pfoundation.net/Special:Categories  You will notice, I  
have begun a category called “geocats.”  I have just started it so some of these have only one en-
try.
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Other people, not me, can be  careless about creating categories and subcategories, which they lib-
erally create  but then don't follow up on. I don't like  it and I try to do a cleaning every four months 
or so. But as our wiki becomes more popular, with more people  creating content, but not enough 
editors like me who do quality checking, it seems a losing battle. So I focus on keeping the main 
page clean and on 'protecting' it from editing by others.

Tagging: More Sophisticated Use

Bauwens:  I have to add that I'm barely scratching the  surface  of what can be done professionally 
with a  dedicated tagging system and team.   For example, my 'network' is very general and con-
cerns all things P2P in all domains.  However, though it would take  time, you could subscribe  to a 
collection of related tags on a very specific topic, as for example Howard Rheingold is now doing 
around “mindmapping.”
 
How this  works, is, when you find one tag on a topic, you get all the people who also tagged it and 
you can verify their keyword use; so, if you can find say 10 smart people using slightly different 
but related tags, who are following a singular area, you get a direct connection to very high level 
trend watching.  Of course, this is only a first step.
 
My own dream for the wiki's next step would be  to create channels, that combine wiki updates, 
blog updates, tags, on a  particular sub-domain. One could subscribe to  specific channels of topics 
in which one was interested.  I do not have the funding or volunteer technical assistance to do this 
at present, but it would seem the natural spinoff.
 
The other issue is how do you make this sustainable?
 
I'm both monomaniac, and have both a particular brain structure, and a social engagement which 
allow me to do this, for free for a knowledge  commons, in the hope  that I can earn money in other 
ways, for example through my lectures and performances.  After 4  years, it may only now be just 
beginning to work this year.  Before that, believe me, it has been quite hard.
 
John Hawker says he can't keep up because life moves too fast.  He is right.  Not everybody can do 
this. But if we can find a breed of cybrarians for whom this is life  and work, they can do the work 
for others as a  useful service.  What I'm trying to do, is  to create both the theoretical knowledge, 
intermesh-working, and combination of practical collective intelligence for the would be builders of 
the successor civilization, and I strongly believe this will ultimately become some kind of meta-
wealth creating ecology.  One  day I hope to find -- dreaming is free after all-- 'slow money' funders 
and investors, willing to co-fund and co-create the open infrastructures of tomorrow.

COOK Report:  The next section will describe in detail how Michel puts together the unique com-
ponents of his wiki while the final section discusses what he is dong in a broader social context.
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How to Use Del.icio.us
COOK Report:   In del.icio.us how do you build up your shared network?

Bauwens:  There are different ways. The first way is probably the most obvious. Mainly because I 
know that these are good people.  Clay Shirky and  Howard Rheingold, for example.

COOK Report:   So you've invited them over a period of a couple of years?

Bauwens:   Actually you don't have to invite them. The feature in del.icio.us asks you:  do you 
want to put them in your network? 

What happens is that people start following you as fans and they, as fans, appear on the right hand 
side.  Consequently you can check their collections and taste, and a button invites you to add them 
to your network. Slightly more complicated and rare, is to discover other people - not yet fans - 
who have tagged the same articles. Finally, what I am suggesting is to just look up people you al-
ready know and trust.

In del.icio.us, it means that you will see their discoveries in a separate stream. I guess del.icio.us is 
social by default, so you don’t need confirmation.

COOK Report:  In other words any del.icio.us user can include any other del.icio.us user in their 
network?

Bauwens:  Yes. And as I just said above there is also the tagging discovery process as such. 
Del.icio.us allows you to see on a particular item that it may have been tagged by, for example, 59 
other people.  When you click on the number of tags, you can see who these people are.  You can 
examine their various collections of tags and bookmarks.  Often you will say: this looks like an in-
teresting person. Why not add him or her to my network?

Now there is one other feature in del.icio.us called subscriptions that I am not using. This allows 
you to subscribe to specific tags only. For example you see someone using a tag that is in your 
domain of interest. And then you see someone else using a different tag for the same item that is 
also in your domain of interest. You can subscribe to a number of tags as being in your domain and 
take a subscription to the appearance of these tags when they are used.  I think this is what How-
ard Rheingold does with regard to his digital literacy project.

The reason that I don't do this is that my domains are too broad. I am following too many diverse 
subjects.

COOK Report:  How do you see del.icio.us tagged items?   Do you see them in blogs?  Do you see 
them by means of continually scanning?

Bauwens: Fundamentally by scanning. My sources are, first of all, the del.icio.us network itself.  
So every other day I check del.icio.us and I see what my network has found. My second source is a 
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feed reader. Bloglines is the one I use. I have subject folders called say “peer-to-peer education” 
and in that subject folder will go the output of the six or seven most interesting blogs that I try to 
follow in the open education field.

COOK Report:   And like smart mail folders new items from those blogs are deposited into the ap-
propriate subject folder?

Bauwens:   Yes, when a blog creates a corresponding item, it will be added in that folder. It may 
sound silly but because of the sheer volume of new items I have found no other system yet, than 
to process one blog a day.

COOK Report: You mean one subject folder?

Bauwens: No.  Generally only one blog.   Good blogs are generally quite active. They rack up new 
items all the time. I haven't found a better way.  With not so active blogs I may go through more 
than one a day but probably every six weeks I go through my whole collection. Some of my report-
ing may be a little bit late.  But I have a point of view that immediacy is not everything. Particular 
fields may need to have immediacy but, if you are broadly horizontal and are following a lot of 
fields together, it doesn't matter that much if you are not immediate. Furthermore by having some 
time delay you can filter out short-term things that a few days after the fact may not seem so im-
portant.

My third source is my own e-mail list which is called peer-to-peer research.  Here people are con-
tinually discussing the field and exchanging links as well.

COOK Report:  What is the difference in del.icio.us between a network member and a fan?

Bauwens: A fan is one who can see you but you cannot see him or her.  From the network you can 
automatically see what they are finding by clicking on the network. You know these people are fol-
lowing you but you are not following them.  If I chose to follow them, I could and their status 
would go then from fan to network member.

COOK Report:  And you have about 60 in your del.icio.us network but several times more 
sources? Is the difference made up by blogs and people in your mail list?

Bauwens: Let me check.  In Bloglines I currently have 229 feeds.  In del.icio.us, if you want the 
latest stats I have 45,272 bookmarks.  I have 68 people in my network and 370 fans.

COOK Report:   There is something I'm not quite understanding. If you have 229 blog feeds and 
you go through them in about 45 days at one per day, then the math doesn't work out.

Bauwens: True, but a good many of these blogs may add a new item only once every six weeks. 
So on some days I may do more than one but the average may be one active blog and a couple of 
inactive blogs.

I have not found a good way to use Twitter. It simply takes too much time.
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Twitter is a paradox and difficulty I have not solved: too much of a good thing makes it less valu-
able.  Some sources are not as good but more sparse. For example, I had to abandon Friendfeed 
and Twitter because of the volume, but I keep using the Facebook stream because you can more 
easily hide people, and leave only a selective stream.

COOK Report: But I have chosen to follow you on Twitter and clearly see that every time you 
change something on the wiki it comes out as a tweet and I find that very useful.

Bauwens:  That is correct. People can follow me but I really don't try to follow other people 
through that same medium.  I haven’t discovered that you can follow other people in Twitter in any 
kind of an efficient manner.  It's like a fire hose.  I'm just groaning trying to keep up.  Some use it 
in real time.  For example they go to a conference and find it very useful to chat around with other 
people at the conference or who may want to follow.  I am not using it as a current awareness tool. 
That may be because some people have found a way to do it well but so far I have not been able to 
and use other means for current awareness. But Twitter has nevertheless been a very efficient 
broadcasting tool. In about a year we had 7,000 retweets and Topsy (http://topsy.com/) calculated 
we were a top 2% retweeted blog. Lots of people are driven to our wiki through Twitter.

Organization of Tagging System and Memory Castles

COOK Report:   How do you organize and develop your tagging system?

Bauwens: Basically I use pretty much the same structure for del.icio.us to wiki and the blog. So 
the only difference is that with del.icio.us you can be much more precise. Let me explain what I 
mean.  In the wiki I have a section called “peer-to-peer spirituality.” 

COOK Report:  Is that the same as a category?

Bauwens: Yes it is a separate category. Then I can use a similar category in my blog. But when I 
go to del.icio.us I can be much more precise.  Let me show you a direct example and you will see 
what I have done there. I am clicking on bookmarks to get my bundles and I look for spirituality 
and when I find that I clicked on it.

In the spirituality I have peer-to-peer spirituality, peer-to-peer subjectivity, peer-to-peer inter-
subjectivity.  I have spiritual authoritarianism. This means that I can be much more precise in tag-
ging than I can be in either the wiki or the blog. 

COOK Report:   So how then do you use that precision?

Bauwens:  Do you know about the concept of memory castles? Is that familiar to you?

COOK Report:   I do not know actually.

Bauwens: There is a book called The Art of Memory. It is by Francis Yates, a medievalist historian. 
http://www.amazon.com/Art-Memory-Frances-Yates/dp/0226950018  In the Middle Ages (and be-
fore) the problem for people who did not have enough paper was to figure a way to try to remem-
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ber things without writing them down.  What they’d do would be to create a visual image in their 
minds of a temple, church or a castle.

When they would read something, they would say this is like Newton's apple falling from the tree. 
This is gravity. So this is physics; third floor; fourth room on the right. They would do this quite 
systematically. They would place their knowledge in their mind within a structure.  This is the same 
reason that I am doing this. Why am I so organized in a way that most other people aren't? I 
would say that, if you don't organize your knowledge, it simply goes into one ear and comes out 
the other.

Once you start tagging and mapping your knowledge, then your brain has linkages and anchor 
points.  So when you ask me something, I immediately remember: “oh yeah I put it over there.”

COOK Report:  Have you actually organized your tags and tag bundles by mapping them with this 
visual memory theory?

Bauwens:  Yes it's like a physical isolation of the memory castle.

COOK Report:  Did you ever try to make a drawing of this?  To make it easier for an outsider to 
see?

Bauwens:  No but I do have a few mind maps on my wiki.  I have a mind map on peer govern-
ance.  I have another on peer-to-peer business trends, and one on open everything. Generally 
speaking you will see that there is convergence between wiki sections, blog categories, and 
del.icio.us folders and tags. This is why I’m thinking of building ‘channels’ that would combine topic 
domains using the different sources.

COOK Report:  So the mind maps are a way of sketching out your use of the art of memory proc-
ess?

Bauwens:  Yes and there is another way of understanding something. Cheney the Dark Lord be-
hind Bush once said: there are the known knowns, the known unknowns, and the unknown un-
knowns. Now I am not a fan of this man, but to me it makes a lot of sense.  Because when you 
tag, you can always put it somewhere; but it becomes most interesting of all when you cannot find 
a place where it really belongs.  Because this is when you know that you have new knowledge. It is 
the knowledge that helps to change your view of the world, because you cannot readily place it into 
your current worldview.

You put it into a miscellaneous category, until the moment that you say: oh but of course, it is re-
lated to this and this, in a particular way and then suddenly you can integrate this new knowledge 
into your overall vision.  It keeps you alert to disruptive trends that don't fit into established knowl-
edge and practice.

COOK Report:  In other words when you are reading a blog or looking at other book marks, you 
are thinking where it fits in to the memory map of your overall  knowledge and this helps bring to 
mind to the proper tagging?
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Bauwens:   Yes and now as to your question about how I choose my categories.  I try to use 
really common sense ones  that are very broad - spirituality, business, politics – things that every-
one can recognize. But the only difference is that within that very broad field, I specialized in find-
ing and filtering out peer-to-peer aspects. It is a combination of taking a very general category, but 
within that category, finding a specific aspects that are related to my work.

If you take spirituality as an example I use something called Spiritual authoritarianism as a sub-
category.  Something you will not find in the decimal system of John Dewey. Rather, it is of interest 
to me because it is the opposite of peer-to-peer. It is the enemy if you like. And then I might find 
something like open Anabaptism.  Open Ayurveda or open Reiki, which are particular manifesta-
tions of openness with in my subcategory of peer-to-peer spirituality. If I began to see this is be-
coming a trend, I will try to use those various specific tags in a common folder.

COOK Report: I am looking under your tag bundle on spirituality and under spiritual authoritarian-
ism I see 72. Does this mean that out of your thousands and thousands of tagged items you have 
72 items tagged as spiritual authoritarianism?

Bauwens:  Yes that's exactly right.

COOK Report: Oh  I see.  Actually when I clicked on the 72 I see now that I have Bauwens,  spiri-
tual authoritarianism, "display options" is two. Does this mean that two people have tagged this 
item in this way? 

Bauwens:  “Display options” means: how many bookmarks do you want to see on the screen at 
one time?
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Bauwens: Those two people above are other people who have actually looked at the same article. 
That is how you find other people interested in this specific thing.  If you click on them, you can 
find the names of the people; you can find the other tags that they use for the same material and, 
at that point, you can actually look at their whole collection.

COOK Report: So everyone who has tagged that item, is listed in the little blue square with the 
white number inside?

Bauwens: Exactly. Now if you look at the right-hand side, you see something interesting as well. 
Related tags.  So what this means is, if you want to look at what I have written on this subject, 
then you will also find three specific articles that I have written on the subject of spiritual authori-
tarianism. 

COOK Report: And someone named Andrew Cohen has written three articles as well?
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Bauwens:  Not exactly, this would be articles “about Andrew Cohen”.   

COOK Report: And tags like “integral theory” or “peer-to-peer activism”? Those seem that much 
more general. And where did they come from?

Bauwens: Activism in general is all the people who use peer-to-peer for example in politics. It 
means that what you have here are two articles that relate “activism” to peer-to-peer spirituality. 
So let's click on that and see what happens.

COOK Report: How did that relationship appear?

Bauwens: That's because I put it there. I chose two tags and this allows you to combine tags. 

COOK Report: Okay but underneath it (on the next page) you have integral theory, peer-to-peer 
spirituality, peer-to-peer hierarchy and theory and spiritual authoritarianism. So you have taken 
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that and given it four different tags?

Bauwens: Exactly. But let’s go back from the Integral spirituality and spiritual teachers with the 
four tags to the illustration with the two tags.   The one on Scientology. So when you look for the 
combination of peer-to-peer activism plus spiritual authoritarianism you discover that there are two 
movements peer-to-peer activists called “Anonymous” fighting against a spiritual authoritarian 
group called “Scientology.”

What del.icio.us does is to look for commonalities. It is like a Boolean search in library science.  
What this does is to say give me all the items about “spiritual authoritarianism” which are also re-
lated to “peer-to-peer activism.”

This is how you can be really precise.  So when you are doing a research project or when I have to 
write an article, I can go quite quickly to the material that I've collected over the years.  Otherwise, 
it's like “oh yeah I remember reading something about who wrote it and where is it?”

COOK Report: That's quite fascinating.  It lends a real multi dimensionality to this.  For example 
I'm thinking about Clay Shirky's essay on digital ontology.  It seems like you have gone much fur-
ther.  Do you know the Shirky piece? http://shirky.com/writings/ontology_overrated.html

Bauwens: Yes it is a critique of ontology and fixed tagging which has two main problems. One is 
that you can't follow.  You look at the acquisitions of the Library of Congress and you find a delay of 
several million books. You simply cannot keep up with the stream of knowledge that is created in 
the digital age.  This is one problem. The second problem is that a fixed ontology is authoritarian in 
its very principle, since it claims there is “one way” to look at the world.

COOK Report: Right it is like mapping out an entire area with fixed rigid boundaries. However this 
new approach allows a multidimensional fluidity that is very very interesting.

Bauwens:  So the thing is if you look at John Dewey and you go to religion then you will see that 
Christian religion takes up 85% of the space and everything else in the entire world has 15% allot-
ted to it.  This Euro-centric worldview is embedded in the epistemology of his architecture.  The 
alternative and this is what we are doing is called folksonomies or social bookmarking where eve-
ryone can use his or her own tags.

But this creates other problems. The main problem is that if you are lazy, or not trained at all in 
how to organize information, you will be very careless and inconsistent in your tags and this will 
make what you do really unusable by anyone else.
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Type to enter text

I want to find a middle way. I accept social book marking, but I am very precise in how I do it and 
I tried to find concordances with other people.  I think that this is something we need to do and is 
not being done today.  Let me explain what I mean because this is a very important point.   I want 
to be able to find that other people have used these tags with the same material as I have and in 
the same way.

I was saying that we need a system by which we could discover related tags by other people.  If 
you do this right, you could create collective bundles from different people polling the same sub-
ject.  I have not seen anything like this yet but I would certainly like to see how you could do this 
in an easy way. A search algorithm should be able to tell you, these are similar tags covering “x 
percent” of the same material.

The Use of Categories

COOK Report: Aside from tagging bundles I was wondering how many categories do you use for 
your scanning and mapping and polling? 

Bauwens: Yes I would have to count them. Let me go to my wiki.

COOK Report: I gather that for each of these categories, depending on how complex they are, 
you have some kind of a visual layout or mind map so that when you are looking at something that 
fits in one of the categories you have some idea or revision of the structure of the category and 
know what tag to use. Yes?

Bauwens: Yes.  Go to the main page of the wiki P2P Foundation.net. Scroll down and when you 
see three main columns go to the middle column. You look at the topics and the middle and you 
see there P2P infrastructures and P2P domains. What that gives you is the best kind of over-
view of the subject domains that I follow. At the top of that middle column you see the key topics 
business and business models governance and copyright and property. These correspond to the 
three P2P paradigms: open and free input, participatory processes, commons output, below that 
three aspects within the peer-to-peer called peer production; peer governance and peer 
property and licensing. (See bottom of middle column and complete figure on next page.) 
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COOK Report: Are you saying that you would find instances of these general topics in more nar-
row things like agriculture and food? 

Bauwens: Yes.  I have explained my vision of how all this is interconnected. I have an article 
called P2P Trifecta .  See   http://p2pfoundation.net/P2P_Trifecta.
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Peer Production, Peer Governance, and Peer Property are the three Paradigms that are Chang-
ing the World

Each aspect has its own category on wiki:

1.Category:Peerproduction
2.Category:Peergovernance
3.Category:Peerproperty

Each aspect also has its own value paradigm:

1. Peer Production depends on Openness, i.e. open access and input such as Category:Open
2. Peer Governance depends on Participation, Category:Participation
3. Peer Property is related to the Category:Commons and Category:Sharing

As far as I am concerned, these are the three essential paradigms that are changing the world.  
You find these qualities in every activity.  If you look at agriculture, you see people producing food. 
You see them governing their activities.  You see them having new forms of licenses and property 
sharing. You will see this in every domain.  Whether you go to taxation or spirituality, you will find 
that these same innovations are being applied all across the board. 

COOK Report: Fascinating!  It would've taken quite a while for me to get this far on my own.  How 
do you choose which material you add to the wiki?

Bauwens:  I am a very liberal tagger. I have a low threshold to include something in my tag col-
lection that's why I have such a large volume over 45,000 while in the wiki I only have 12,000 arti-
cles. This means that only about one out of about four make it to the wiki. Let's say I find some-
thing on open data. And I decide to add an article on open data to the wiki.  And then a week later 
someone asks, “okay what is the status of open data five years after its inception?”  In this case I 
may take a citation of the new article and include that article under the basic one on open data in a 
subcategory called status.

COOK Report: And this is what you mean by opportunistic updating?

Bauwens: Yes exactly.  Let me explain why I don't write everything myself. One issue of course 
would be the time that it would take to do so. But the other issue if I tried to write would be that I 
know things better than the collective intelligence of the people on the web–right?

COOK Report: You are organizing the knowledge commons.

I am trying to represent in a meaningful and structured way what 
people are doing.  My basic philosophical point is that as an indi-

vidual you cannot beat the collective intelligence.
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Bauwens: Yes there is a reason for that. I am not claiming to invent anything.  I am trying to rep-
resent in a meaningful and structured way what people are doing.  It differs in perspectives from 
one person to another. Therefore I cannot compete as an individual with the intelligence of all of 
these people.  Sometimes I will write a synthesis perspective. However my basic philosophical 
point is that as an individual you cannot beat the collective intelligence.

COOK Report: Give me an example if you will of a brand-new page in the wiki that you may have 
created in the last day or two and tell me what happens when you decide to create something new.

Bauwens:  The way to find out is to click on recent changes in the wiki.  This is found in the sec-
ond box called navigation underneath the hand and globe logo on the extreme left hand side of the 
wiki. [See the red arrow below.]

  

Now Alex Rollin is very active, as you can see, and there is also someone whom I don't know yet 
called the Bonnie Wong.  Actually above the listing of the date and the changes themselves you 
have a box called recent changes options you can show the last 50  200-500 in the last 1, 7,14 or 
30 days you have also several other variables from which to choose.

You can see I created entries called Really Open University and one called open source hardware 
definition.  It's dated July 14.  11:52 +7096. This means that I already had an item on it but then 
yesterday I added an update to it.  It's basically the draft definition version 4.3.

COOK Report: How do you find that? You click on open source hardware definition?  So this is an-
other opportunistic update?
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Bauwens: yes I found that yesterday  I simply decided to copy a relevant passage of what I found 
there.  Then below that page you will see the categories–right?  

If you would click on those things, then you can see the added value in what I am doing. 
[http://p2pfoundation.net/Category:Standards]   It is very hard to find that kind of information 
neatly together in a single place,

COOK Report: In other words if you want to get up to speed on something like standards this is 
your guide?

   
Bauwens: Exactly.
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COOK Report: Let’s go back to recent changes and show me something brand-new.

Bauwens:  Okay let's take the article  Really Open Universities.  You click on it and you will see it 
is a basic description of what they do. [http://p2pfoundation.net/Really_Open_University]  I de-
cided to put it under openness as a paradigm and under movement because it is an organization.   
The subject is education and the format is movement.

Creating an Article

COOK Report: How then do you create an article like this? Is there a command like new article? 
Editor’s note; I will go here into some detail in showing reader exactly how they may create con-
tent, something that was not clear to me when I tried because  the file naming convention in the 
next paragraph, was not readily apparent.  Creating a user profile in order to log in was easy 
enough.
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Bauwens:  To create a new entry you have to be logged in.  The naming convention is to add file-
name in the browser address bar [ http://p2pfoundation.net/filename ]

COOK Report: Ok In this case  [ http://p2pfoundation.net/Chaadaev ]

When you are logged in there is a blank box at the top of the page.  You put the cursor in the box 
and type the title of your new entry.

You hit return and this gives you a blank page and then you click on edit.  While you cut and paste 
what you want to go there. And you add categories at the bottom.

For the category you use a double bracket.   [[ category: name ]].  It is a little bit like an HTML 
code.  Doing this automatically creates a database around the subject of the category that you just 
identified.

The page that you get when logged in and creating a new page says: edit page, discussion, history, 
move, delete, and protect.  First thing it says is “create” and then once you have created a page, in 
the place of create, it will say edit.  It will show you all the different versions of it over time. Move 
allows you to place it somewhere else within the overall structure. Protect means no one else be-
sides you can change it.  A choice of “watch” will create an RSS feed that goes to your feed reader 
and if and when someone changes it you will be notified that a change has been made.

COOK Report: When you have either written a new entry or cut and pasted a new entry, how do 
you add the categories?
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Bauwens:  I simply add them at the end of the text with the double bracket markup of the word 
category: name of category and close double bracket.

I have a subject category a format category and just a few months ago I started adding a third 
category, nNamely a paradigm category.  

At the bottom of the article I have after categories open movement and education. Now with refer-
ence to the home page of the entire wiki education is a category under peer-to-peer infrastructures 
in the middle column. Our aim or goals are summarized by the links in the left column on the home 
page and the paradigm category is the middle column under topics.

To find the article Really Open University, you click on the category “open” then you go to a page 
called “Category  Open’” where you see all the manifestations of openness.  
http://p2pfoundation.net/Category:Open. 

When you scroll down to the bottom of the page in the category “open”, you will find a heading that 
gives you the first 200 pages in the category out of a total of 573 on July 14, 2010 (editor and 581 
on August 5, 2010).
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Underneath the heading pages in category “Open” you have page titles organized by the first letter 
of the title and then because  the subject is open under the letter O.  You have dozens and dozens 
and dozens of pages referring to open just about everything.

Now when these categories mature, I will make a visualization of them. For example if you look at 
the category business, [ http://p2pfoundation.net/Category:Business ] on that page you will come 
to the heading “contents.” Scan down the  contents and you will see 2.4 Visualization.  Click on that 
and you will see an overview of how business is affected by peer-to-peer trends.  If I had the time 
I would do this for every section. If I had the money, I would pay someone to help me do it.

COOK Report:  You mentioned that you would like to have something called channels. Would do-
ing something like this, effectively help you flesh out a channel for business?

Bauwens:  Yes. What I would do in this  channel is combine the  wiki category business with blog 
items on the same subject and a feed of the relevant tags.

Consequently you would have  three things relevant to peer-to-peer business coming together in a 
single website. This certainly could create a peer-to-peer business community. Most people are 
more specialized than I am. They just follow one domain. Within the peer-to-peer foundation sites 
they have to go to three different places to follow everything. This is annoying undoubtedly. I 
would like to find someone who could write little bits of code to cause  these  three  streams come 
together.

COOK Report: How many other categories are as well fleshed out as is “Business”?
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Bauwens: Governance, and intellectual property.  Shared design and open and distributed manu-
facturing, education; media, policy, relationality, science, spirituality, and money. It looks like there  
are a few more categories that are really well developed than I immediately thought.

May I show you something else? Go go on the homepage to the toolbox on the left-hand side and 
choose special pages and once you are at special pages scroll down to the seventh category which 
is wiki data and tools. Two choices popular pages and statistics. Click on statistics.
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You have 11,308 content pages and total views 13,485,439.  Then you have the most viewed 
pages by category. First the home page then the Encyclopedia then the business category.  Or open 
hardware project in third position and our video category and so forth.

  

COOK Report: And registered users 566. How do you register?

Bauwens:   This was just changed.  Until six weeks ago you had to ask someone who was already 
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a registered member.  Alex Rollin has introduced a  self registering feature. I am not yet as familiar 
with it as I would like to be.  The number of users who have created something within the last 
seven days is 15.

Now go back to  the  previous page and under wiki data and tools click on popular pages.  These 
page  reference neither an idea nor a category but rather the specific pages that are heavily read.

COOK Report: Number 20 reads 13,020 views but it's just “-“ What is it?

Bauwens:  I think  it's just a  mistake and people  are curious about it.  You see  also that the test 
pages are very popular. I don't know why.  People look  at founders because they are curious to 
know who we are. We have a lot of Greek followers and therefore those pages get heavy views. 

COOK Report: Peru was very popular, why is that?
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Bauwens:  In this case it is because a user who lives in Peru has written a very extensive guide to 
the peer-to-peer resources in Peru. This user must have spread the news in his own country and 
his fellow citizens have started checking it out. 

This regional material is a factor in my lecture invitations!

What is my system now for travel? If someone invites me to visit – let's say Argentina, then I will 
twitter about it. I will Facebook  about it.  And I  will send a  notice  to my mailing list. “Who else 
wants to see me in Argentina?’  Often times now within three  or four days I'll have  an entire lecture 
tour mapped out with five or six  invitations and two dozen people  to meet. Eventually if I get to 
Peru I'll have prepared the terrain by having that page and that person keeping the information for 
us.    If the question came up about my visiting Peru, he  would probably say ‘Yes; you can speak 
there, there and there.”

COOK Report: Under “special pages: list of pages” I see in the second column something called 
“category tree” what is that?  It says:  “Enter a category name to see its contents as a  tree  struc-
ture.” But nothing is set up there. What is the status of this?

Bauwens: That is a  project that a good friend Alex  Rollin has volunteered to undertake.  And he's 
doing a positivistic approach to peer-to-peer.  He asking what does it mean to corroborate peer-to-
peer with other principles?  And then he writes these principles out. So he is trying to make it posi-
tive  and concrete for people who want to do things.  I don't have time to continue what I'm  doing 
and do this as well. But what he is doing is useful and it's really creating a  kind of second layer of 
knowledge on top of mine and I am very happy with that.

COOK Report: On your homepage on the lower left you have a  column called “Special Individual 
Projects’ what is that all about?

Bauwens: This is a space where people can document specific personal projects.

For example, Adam Arvidson is writing a book on the ethical economy Chris Cook is describing a 
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new way of seeking funding; Christian Siefkes is writing a book about a  moneyless society and is 
thinking about how that would work. These  are people with particular individual views which as I 
once  said I'd do not necessarily personally endorse. I simply want to give them space to explore. 
They are primarily writing their own stuff quite apart from what I am doing with the rest of the wiki

Something else under special individual projects use the another group called other peer-to-peer 
foundation projects. In number two called peer-to-peer collaboration principles Ryan Lamb is asso-
ciated with Alex Rollin in the positivistic approach and is asking with regard to creating a peer-to-
peer organization what would you have to follow in terms of your principles?

See for example  http://p2pfoundation.net/Core_Peer-2-Peer_Collaboration_Principles and look at 
section 2.3 Recommended Means of Governance; First peer-to-peer Projects; Frameworks or Net-
works.  Planning and Preparation; Transparency; Compensation; Acknowledgment of Coexisting 
System; Inclusion or Inclusiveness of Peers; Sustainability; Participatory and Collaborative Frame-
works; Fair Deliberations; Willingness to be Supplanted; and Commitment to Research Learning 
and Development.

I'm very happy that this is happening now. It is like a next step and a kind of putting into focus of 
what we believe in.

COOK Report: Who can create categories?

Creation of Categories

Bauwens  Anyone may create  a category. However I do protect the main page. Therefore some 
categories will not be visible  from the  main page.  Perhaps I think they're not mature enough.  In 
other words there not enough items in them  and they don't really fit that well with what else is 
there. I'm a little  bit like an arbitrage  person.  And as such, the soul of the project, if you like. For 
example  if there were a racist who came in, I would not accept that.  The wiki is free within a per-
spective but not totally free.  This perspective permits initiative but also gives it a boundary.

COOK Report: How then do you create a category?
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Bauwens: Go to the P2P foundation main page and let's say you want to create a new catego-
ry–open telecommunications for example.  Here is how you do it. When you are logged in you click 
on create and it gives you a page that you may title as open telecom.  In this case since you are 
not actually logged in I am going to call it test page by gordoncook. Category called telecom. Now I 
am saving this and you should go to the special page “Recent Changes.”

And then under recent changes do a refresh and when you see “Open Telecom” click on that.   
Then, if you wanted to do something else, you could create  any new item and add in brackets as a 
category “telecom” and you would have your own small but growing telecom database. 

Click  on the category “Telecom” and you will find that this  is where  you could create an introduction 
to your Telecom category.

COOK Report: Okay I understand.  But what does it mean for example when a category like Africa 
has six members?

Bauwens: No it means it has six items. This is another thing I started just a few weeks ago.  I add 
in a country category to every item that I know the country of.  This  eventually produces a data-
base of peer-to-peer initiatives by country.

Now go back to your category called telecom and click on it and you will see that you have a blank 
page where you can write  an introduction and then everything else that you tag with 
[[Category:Telecom]] will appear in this Telecoms encyclopedia  that belongs to  you.  When you do 
that people who want to follow what you're doing may click on the command “watch” and it will be 
updated every time you add a new item to the category Telecom.

COOK Report: How do you build up contents within a category?

Bauwens:: Alex  Rollin does this more than I do so  he  is more familiar with it but one thing you 
can do is make a tag called subcategory. Other people do this.  I generally don't because  they're 
hard to  maintain and I tend to be critical of some people who make a subcategory and you click on 
the subcategory and you see only two items inside. I don't like  that.  But I  accept it because  other 
people seem to want it.

COOK Report: Okay let me go to the  main page  and to the category called “Peer Governance.” 
And this, I see, is organized rather differently than some of the other categories that are laid out 
like a table of contents to a  book.  The category, “P2P Governance” is seen on the next page as 
http://p2pfoundation.net/Category:Governance .  This category has an identifying heading in five 
sentences at the top, followed by a short hierarchical table  of contents, followed by an introduction 
section in three columns.  The left-hand column in blue is called Informal Peer-to-Peer Processes. 
These processes influence a  column called “create  new institutional models” in pink  in the middle 
which in turn influence a third column in green called “which change social and political realities.”
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Now the  category “business” is another one of seven or eight that are  fleshed out in great detail 
the contents having the first chapter that identifies our Peer-to-Peer Business network the second 
an Introduction and Visualization subheadings recommended reading what we know about Open 
and Free in Commons-Based Business Models, Key Initiatives and Detailed Visualization.

COOK Report: Is there a particular methodology lurking here?

Bauwens: Let me explain how I  visualize and organize these  categories that I take on the  respon-
sibility for doing. I have  an emergent or organic approach. Therefore I start with figuring out how 
peer-to-peer happens in a  particular subject or field like business, for example, or governance. 
http://p2pfoundation.net/Category:Governance   Governance  in a peer-to-peer context is anything 
open and free participatory commons oriented that is related to governance.  Now as I get going I 
have a  new category called “Peer Governance”.  This is no  longer about vaguely peer-to-peer things 
anywhere in the world, this is quite specifically about peer production groups organizing them-
selves.  So you have a category called “Governance”   
[http://p2pfoundation.net/Category:Governance]and then you have a more  specific category called 
“peer governance.” [http://p2pfoundation.net/Category:Peergovernance]
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COOK Report: What about Peer-to-Peer Infrastructures in the middle  topics column the fourth 
down after key topics Peer-to-Peer Paradigms in the three aspects of Peer Production you have  is 
the second entry Open and Shared Design.  http://p2pfoundation.net/Category:Design

Bauwens:  Just another example of how this works.  When I started seeing Open and Shared De-
sign, I developed that section, and it turns out that it went more into real manufacturing.  So under 
open and shared design within Peer-to-Peer infrastructures I  developed a new category called Open 
and Distributed Manufacturing which is more specific than the Shared Design category because it 
talks about actually making things. http://p2pfoundation.net/Category:Manufacturing.

In Open and Shared Design - on the next page - right after the Introduction I have what I  call our 
P2P Open Design Network. Here you can see small photographs of 16 people: their name and how 
to get in touch with them.  If readers of the wiki want to know more about these fields, they can 
get in touch with any of these experts.
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COOK Report: So I see that a new category like Telecom can have  a few entries and that more 
developed categories can have many more entries that are formed into some kind of a  hierarchy 
and that extremely well developed categories like “Open Business” or “Open and Shared Design’ 
can have a very elaborate structure composed of an introduction and Open Design Network of ex-
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pert individuals of visualization; introductory articles that might be divided into Key Arguments; 
Case Studies; Conditions for Success; Present state of the Field and Future Scenarios; and How To.  
Finally there then can be  a section on Resources for the  Field and a section on citations which 
would be major articles in the field.

Bauwens: The structure comes organically.  It does not preexist.  It is always the emerging or-
ganically from the collection itself.
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And on August 12, 2010   

Cybrarians and Cognitive Surplus
Bauwens: Let’s talk further about your use of John Rob's statement about the existence  of a cog-
nitive surplus that can be used for organizing the firehose of information from the Internet.

COOK  Report: Does anyone else use this term cognitive surplus?

Bauwens:  Yes it comes from a new book by Clay Shirky who essentially says that with the in-
creased prosperity of 20th century industrial society, people have  a  lot of time on their hands that 
they didn't have  when they lived in a subsistence society. He says in effect that people used to 
watch TV and things like  that but now, with the Internet, there  are many vastly more  productive 
things that people can do with their leisure time.  According to  Clay Shirky: “cognitive surplus” is 
the unused potential of the minds of 6.7 billion people. Social media is unlocking this potential. 
Technology allows us to be creative  and productive instead of continually consuming."  One can 
spend surplus time organizing information as well as impassively consuming it. 
[http://p2pfoundation.net/Cognitive_Surplus]

COOK Report: How they can get compensated for this  activity is  an important but difficult ques-
tion.

Bauwens:  That's precisely the point I want to make.  The issue is not that there are no jobs but 
rather the issue is how to recognize and fund the value of what intelligent unemployed people could 
produce?

With regard to the destruction of jobs, allegedly by job automation, first of all I  maintain that the 
jobs have largely been off-shored to  China and similar places and second of all, when you destroy 
jobs in industry, I also maintain that the technology is opening up opportunities for new work in 
information services of which what I am doing would be a primary example.

COOK Report:  Indeed I  think that every small and medium business start up could benefit from 
having someone  on staff do the kind of information gathering that you do.  However those startups 
are generally profit-making enterprises and one serious problem  is that they would want to make 
what they do closed and proprietary. What happens if a small group tries to do this for 10 or 15 or 
20 people and keep it proprietary?  Would it then really be of any use?

Bauwens: There are many many companies hiring what they call Community Managers.  These 
companies recognize they have to be  active in dealing more openly with their publics  which per-
haps is  not quite the same thing as organizing the critical information needed by a  new startup 
business but it is one where there are new job opportunities.

You should look up something called “Online Community Report” 
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[http://www.onlinecommunityreport.com/].  They followed this very closely and there seems to be 
a very large number of jobs in that area.  But this  work  is not really standard content production 
and furthermore, it's  something that corporations are not doing adequately. Perhaps you could look 
at it as a  market failure of what is really a public good. Since the current environment is not very 
friendly to  public good, it is not being adequately done. The  fact that it requires investment by the 
company without having a clear and immediate reach earned on that investment is a hindrance.

Someone who did try to  do it in a proprietary way would find that it certainly would not work.  For 
example  I  would not contribute  to  a  proprietary wiki that only a small number of people would get 
benefit from.

Value is being created and shared but is not being monetized.  
This is a problem for our economic system in that it does not 

appear to be able to integrate these vital kinds of new 
activities within its current economic framework of rewards.

My point of view, when you look at these activities, is that value is being created and shared but 
that it is not being monetized.  This is a  problem  for our economic system in that it does not ap-
pear to be able  to integrate these vital kinds of new activities within its current economic frame-
work of rewards.

COOK Report:  Please tell me more about how you got into the field of serving an organization in 
a library function and then a digital Internet function to the extent that some credit you with coin-
ing the term “cyberian.”

Bauwens: I did my work  for USIA from 1981 to 1990.  I had a degree in Political Science and not 
in Library Science. Till the early 1990s the USIA had a very active group of libraries that were at-
tached to American consulates and embassies in Europe and in other countries in the  world.  In the 
morning my job involved doing analysis of current affairs and helping embassy people  or agency 
people out as a research assistant, and writing newsletters. And in the  afternoon my job was being 
a librarian in a physical place helping people out with the use of books and other printed docu-
ments.

This is where I got my skills in helping people find information. In the  Anglo-Saxon tradition of a 
reference librarian you perform a service-oriented job of helping people find what they need.

For my digital exposure I go back  to the  period of 1990 to 93 when I was working from British Pe-
troleum in its division called Nutrition which was the largest feed producer in the world. I was 
working in Antwerp in their headquarters for about 20 people in senior management who were di-
recting a company with 25,000 employees all over the world.

At BP I started in a context where four regular librarians had just lost their jobs because  of cost 
cutting within BP. They had a library that was absolutely not used by anyone.  Executives today 
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demand real-time information. Once a report is made and is, in effect, shelved in a  library some-
where, it will never be of any use to them again.

In the golden age of corporations they would have these really very nice libraries and people from 
the outside  could come in and do research but, by 1993, BP was no longer willing to fund this kind 
of approach.  It became clear to me that the old style library of physical reports sitting on shelves 
was not going to work anymore  and I asked the senior managers: “would you mind if I got rid of 
this and replaced it with a real-time information system?”

They were  willing to try the  concept out and so I proceeded by building an information system that 
pretty much does what the Internet does today. This was 20 years ago and I think  that fairly many 
people were talking at the time about virtual libraries but almost no one was actually trying to cre-
ate them.

COOK Report:  At just about the same time, I began work at the Office of Technology Assessment 
of the United States Congress. I started in September of 1990 and left in March of 1992. What I 
experienced in my work on Al Gore's ideas of a commercialized National Research Network were 
many of the same issues.  Most of the people were like blind men groping in the dark without any 
real knowledge of exactly how to proceed.

Bauwens: I know what you mean.  In the meantime I asked every senior manager what they felt 
they needed and started mapping out the  information space.  I found electronic equivalents for 
everything they were saying they needed and asked a company called Information Paradigms 
based in the  United Kingdom to  develop a system for me that would consider every article  or other 
piece of writing to be a module  that could be  dispatched to  assigned places. What I did essentially 
was create a funnel into which information was channeled directly to  the people who had expressed 
explicit needs for the precise kind of information.  I linked them to the output of my funnel.

COOK Report:  And at this time there were  electronic databases and other electronic compilations 
of legal and journalistic information that could be used for that kind of purpose?

Bauwens: Yes. I systematically used them to create feeds that went into a newsletter for the 
whole company but feeds that also were  channeled to the desks of information managers having 
specific information needs.   I supplemented this by use of the early Internet mail lists to put them 
directly in touch with scientists in the  appropriate field.  This became quite successful and I coined 
the word “cybrarian” to describe what I was doing.

My work was much appreciated and I received the companywide  Information Star Prize for Tech-
nology Innovation. And in 1993 I was nominated for and won the Special Libraries Association 
European wide Information Professional of the Year award.

Having been recognized for launching a pioneering venture was fine, but by 1994 I became inter-
ested in magazine publishing. What I published was called Wave and it was a  mix of Mondo 2001 
and Wired but in Flemish and French.  It was a digital culture magazine.  And when I became an 
Internet person I created two startups.  “Econ” was an Internet-extranet company and was even-
tually bought by Alcatel.  The other was called Cyberco  and was an interactive marketing company. 
That was bought by a Belgian holding company.  After the second startup was bought out, I finally 
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went to Belgacom.  Also in 1997-98 I made a movie called Technopalypse. 

I became burned out, and I know it sounds ironic, but I went to Belgacom because at that point I 
understood that working for a company was less taxing than having to  guide your own startup.   
No matter how much you work  in a  multinational, you cannot compare it with the stress of having 
to build and manage a small company.  Eventually I found it was so counterproductive and so dys-
functional to work for a major telco that I left that as well.

I can give you one example that typified my experience. I proposed to start a blog and was sent a 
40 page form to  fill out by the  IT department.  I thought that really didn't make any sense and so I 
counter offered to do a half page memo to see if it would be worthwhile  to fill the 40 pages and I 
received back a document that suggested it would take 300 man days to create and open a blog.

COOK Report:  Was this because they wanted to closely control what you could say?

Bauwens:  Yes absolutely and at this point I figured it wasn't worth the trouble. What happened 
next was on the same Friday in 2001 I was teaching in IT class at the local university and I de-
scribed what had happened and on the following Monday one of my students showed me how he 
had created a fully operational blog for me over the weekend.

This is but one example of the waste of the corporate  bureaucracy. People  are always bitching 
about the government but very few of them realize  that slow-moving bureaucracies and corpora-
tions are much the same.

Cybrarian versus Librarian and Evolution of My Ideas

COOK Report:  Could we conclude then by going into the question of what in this day and age 
might be a “cybrarian” as opposed to a plain-vanilla librarian?  What at this point in 2010 is the im-
pact of the Internet on public libraries? It would seem that it must have changed somewhat radi-
cally the way they do their work.

Bauwens: My view is that high-tech requires high touch. It is important to have places where 
people can go and meet and talk. It will be insufficient to merely put computers in the library.   You 
still need books that can be borrowed and authors that can be invited to speak.  The result is a  cul-
tural life that stimulates the community where the library is located.

City libraries and university libraries serve a very different constituency from corporate libraries. In 
1993 I was something of a  barbarian. I had a much more radical view of the past legacy of man-
kind.  More  than 15 years later, I have changed and no longer abide by those views.  Today people 
are saying “let's privatize education and have  everyone learn everything on the Internet”. I pro-
foundly disagree with those views as people need to be together as part of their educational proc-
ess.

COOK Report:  Do you mean that in 1993 you believed that the Internet could be the provider of 
education for everyone?
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Bauwens: Let me put it this way. I would say there are two general points  of view.  One you might 
call “oldism” and the other “newism”.  The “oldism” viewpoint would be  a  determination to cling to 
the past no matter what.  The  “newism” point-of-view would be to automatically assume that new 
technologies could easily overturn the past.   Reality I think is somewhat more subtle.

COOK Report:  How would you describe the major stages in the  evolution of your wiki over the 
last four or five years? You started out doing it on your own and you've now got a very good core 
group of people all working together and building something quite remarkable.

Bauwens: Basically my vision is that competition between private companies is replaced by com-
petition between ideas. And these ideas created become a Commons around which new companies 
are created. Consequently you go from cooperation within competition which is  the capitalist sys-
tem where you cooperate within a company but fight it out outside the borders of your company.  
The transition is to  a system where people  cooperate around the Commons but where different 
comments compete with each other.

COOK Report:   Give me an example of what you are talking about.

Bauwens: Well for example Drupal and Joomla.  They are Both content management systems hav-
ing slightly different philosophies and as a result they create different followings.  Another example 
would be Firefox and Google Chrome. And in open hardware  perhaps Arduino and Berklabs. The 
difference -- that competitors are  also cooperating is a very basic part of their activity because 
there is a commons uniting you even though you are also competing on top of that.

But the underlying core  of the activity becomes the cooperation and not the competition. Everyone 
can use the same code the same design and the same knowledge.  Whereas before it was by de-
fault and that you are competing with everyone outside and optionally you are cooperating within 
your group.

[Editor's note: There was just a remarkable example of this  written up in the NY Times.  On August 12  the 
Times explained: 

“In 2003, a group of scientists  and executives  from the National Institutes of Health, the Food and Drug Ad-
ministration, the drug and medical-imaging industries, universities  and nonprofit groups joined in a project 
that experts  say had no precedent: a collaborative effort to find the biological markers  that show the progres-
sion of Alzheimer’s  disease in the human brain.  Now, the effort is  bearing fruit with a wealth of recent scien-

tific  papers  on the early diagnosis  of Alzheimer’s  using methods  like PET  scans and tests of spinal fluid. More 
than 100 studies are under way to test drugs that might slow or stop the disease.

And the collaboration is  already serving as  a model for similar efforts against Parkinson’s disease. A  $40  mil-
lion project to look for biomarkers for Parkinson’s, sponsored by the Michael J. Fox Foundation, plans  to enroll 

600 study subjects in the United States and Europe.

The work on Alzheimer’s  “is  the precedent,” said Holly Barkhymer, a spokeswoman for the foundation. “We’re 
really excited.”

The key to the Alzheimer’s  project was an agreement as  ambitious  as its  goal: not just to raise money, not 
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just to do research on a vast scale, but also to share all the data, making every single finding public  immedi-
ately, available to anyone with a computer anywhere in the world.

No one would own the data. No one could submit patent applications, though private companies  would ulti-
mately profit from any drugs or imaging tests developed as a result of the effort.” ]

http://www.nytimes.com/2010/08/13/health/research/13alzheimer.html?hp

Bauwens: Consequently the idea I had with the Peer-to-Peer Foundation is to create a  core for the 
Knowledge Commons and therefore enable lots of different people, companies, and groups to use 
and benefit from  the existence of the core. And they can compete within a pluralist environment 
where different people may have different visions of what peer-to-peer is.

From my point of view the good thing is that they are still fighting it out within the wiki and blog 
that define the cultural space that I have created and I think  I  could say my ambition is to be  now 
and in the future the place where these debates take place.

COOK Report:  Understood and excellent. But how would you describe the small infrastructure 
you've built up.  Do you have a techie guy who maintains your server?

Bauwens: Yes. That is James Burke in Amsterdam and basically I could not survive without him. I 
think the  actual server is located at a hosting company in the United States but there are  all sorts 
of related issues including spam attacks security issues and the like.  We got attacked by Turkish 
hackers and have problems on a periodic basis. I would not be  able to do what I do without the 
support of someone like  James who believes in the cause but whose expertise is superb in the area 
of building and protecting the physical software infrastructure on which the Peer-to-Peer Founda-
tion depends.  James has been helping me almost from the very beginning of my effort in 2006.

He  donates his  time and he even pays the server costs.  Professionally he is an information archi-
tect and website designer.  But he  also believes in our ideas.  Around the central core of James and 
myself we've  been fortunate to acquire good topic editors.  For example: one person in Art and 
Culture  and another in Economic Solidarity.  Now we have a core of between six  and 12 people who 
are very helpful and I find myself continually firing off e-mails to some of them saying would you 
consider doing this or would you consider doing that. Oftentimes they do but not always.

This is  the inner circle. We have an outer circle of people who follow us and re-tweat and re-blog 
what we talk about. They talk about us on Facebook  and they create our larger audience so if you 
like it is a two-step process. I don't reach the masses directly I reach influential people  who reach 
the masses.

I think  what I am doing is like a public service and if I were a government especially in the devel-
oping world like Ecuador or Egypt – one of the things that I would do would be to create  an army 
of cybrarians.  Their job would be to create open knowledge in all the economic sectors that are  
vital for their country. Where farmers and workers and scientists can cooperate to create knowl-
edge commons in their respective languages.  I think  that this can be the basis of economic devel-
opment. This is where  it all must start.  Increasingly all the information needed for progress in eco 
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A listing  of Michel Bauwens activities as found on Spezify.com http://www.spezify.com/#/michel%20bauwens

-nomic technical and scientific innovation is out there in plain view.
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COOK Report:  I certainly agree. Increasingly in my mind there is a picture of the old worldview 
where a globalized economic infrastructure  has been created to build, ship and market and sell a 
larger and larger raft of material goods to more and more people -- extracting in the process more 
and more of their available capital. By contrast I think  now that, after the  crash of 2008, this way 
of life is dead and can never be revived because  the  enormous amount of debt on which you 
depend will in effect have to  be  worked off.  Employment possibilities are just horrible. But there is 
certainly work  that needs to be done and we better be  figuring out how people who are in need of 
jobs can do this kind of work

Bauwens: Agreed, and for example, I'm a  strong supporter of Michael Gerstein's ideas that he 
tried to float early in the  Obama administration when he suggested that the  administration should 
work to create a network of community information managers across the entire country.

COOK Report:  So many good intentions”.  So little accomplished.  Thank you.
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Executive Summary
We explore  how Michel Bauwens has used a set of tools in order to create his rather extraordinary 
wiki. He has done  this by means of unusual and creative use of del.icio.us tagging and bookmarks - 
using media wiki as software, by means of update announcements on Twitter, a mailing list that 
ties his community together and a  daily blog that offers substantive pointers and excerpts to what 
is community is discovering as well as a Ning social networking site for community wide an-
nouncements. In doing the first interview with Michel we  developed a hypothesis with which he 
agreed:  namely that he  is using tools available  to anyone but using them in a rather unique way to 
develop a methodology for organizing information on the Internet a new form of digital library. 

We explored these ideas in follow-up interviews with Michel and have  used them in this issue to 
present what could be seen as a user manual for the  wiki or a  guidebook to  the  way in which it has 
been established and structured.  We show the way in which the Wikimedia software allows the 
creation of subject categories that become a series of very useful databases for collecting and or-
ganizing specified related areas of interest.  Reading about Michel’s  approach should give insights 
into how people can begin to organize online communities in cooperative collaborative information 
sharing and problem solving.

After reading this you will understand the component parts and sections, and the basic structure of 
the peer-to-peer foundation wiki as well as how to login and begin to enter on material. But more 
important overall is the idea that it is worthwhile to explain so that broader range of other 
people can examine and test these ideas for themselves.   The question to be pondered is 
the extent to  which it may make sense  to  apply Michel's methodology to one’s own fields of inter-
est. But there is broader question as well.  Is this is an emerging way of organizing the fire hose of 
information that comes from the Internet? The ultimate  issue of course is how can people who or-
ganize  his material for a community and be compensated for doing so? It seems that with the in-
crease  of knowledge  there is a broad need for this activity and certainly with the global downturn 
there is more and more  of what Clay Shirky has called the ‘cognitive  surplus” of people with excel-
lent qualifications to undertake this kind of activity.

We conclude with a discussion with Michel where he explains how in the 80s and 90s he got in to 
this kind of information management first with the United States Information Agency and later in 
the early 90s with a Special Library for British Petroleum.  In the mid 90s he became involved in his 
own start ups and worked briefly for Belgacom eventually leaving there and going to Chang Mai 
Thailand.   After a two-year sabbatical he founded the Peer-to-Peer Foundation community.

Publication Schedule
November out  by September 15.   Will feature a compendium of Erik Cecilʼs criticism of telecom regulation between Dec2009 
and Aug 2010.  In my opinion the major issue of what Erik describes is  the need for opening the physical layer of  the network.  
As he puts it when you open up  the physical layer - pretty much everything becomes open source.  It is  provocative and elo-
quent.   I have a detailed history of fiber in the Netherlands and the global lambda integrated facility prepared that will appear 
likely in December or January. Netness remains a possibility. Leave for the Netherlands on October 10- return October 28.
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